Subject: Michael Davis
Investigator: Doug Harper
Date: Thu Oct 19 07:32:47 EDT 2006
Session Notes: Subject has just experienced a Brain Optimization & Synchronization System (BOSS) therapy session.

Resonant Field Imaging™, or RFI™, an external type of magnetic resonance imaging, is a trademark of Innovation Technologies and Energy Medicine, Inc. (ITEM) (www.item-bioenergy.com). All data, images, descriptions, interpretations, and the computer program are Copyright 1998-2006 by ITEM. All International Rights Reserved.
RFI™ is designed only for use in health psychology and collaborative health care, to provide data relating client psychology to health conditions, and to alert non-medical professionals when a referral should be made. The technology is not intended for any medical diagnosis.

PSYCHOLOGICAL LEVEL INTERPRETATIONS
The Psychological (Emotional) Level of the human bioenergy field, radiating 4-18 inches from the physical body, is highly characterized by the emotional and psychological conditions and attributes of the subject.

Left Psychological Level Analysis - Environmental Influences
The left side of the Psychological Level, connected to the right hemisphere of the brain, reveals how the subject experiences or perceives the world, or which energies the person is receiving from his or her social environment. Left body bioenergies generally consist of energy-information imprints from predominant energies in a person's environment, to which the person is the most strongly or frequently exposed. This may also indicate a propensity or tendency to receive and absorb the detected energies, or an inherent sensitivity to such energies.
The left hand is the primary channel for inflow of electrofield energy through the ulnar and radial nerves, so it is the most significant for revealing the subject's environmental influences and perceptions.

Distribution of bioenergies detected in the Left Psychological Level:
Gold: 25%; Blue: 12.5%; Purple: 25%; Orchid: 37.5%

Based on the bioenergy frequencies measured, the following descriptions characterize the nature of the energies you are receiving from others and the environment:

• **Blue**: Someone or something is attempting to communicate or is in the process of communicating with you, either consciously or subconsciously.

• **Purple**: You are in an environment characterized by clear thoughts, beliefs or intellect, such as an academic setting. Such energies are generally stable.

• **Gold**: You are receiving an abundance of uninhibited healing energies from people or things in your environment.

• **Orchid**: Your environment resonates strongly of truth, spirituality and higher levels of being. Such environments are conducive to psychic work and other creative ventures, and may be produced or enhanced through the presence of nonphysical beings and spiritual masters.
**Right Psychological Level Analysis - Behavioral Patterns**

The right side of the body, connected to the left hemisphere of the brain, reveals how the subject interacts socially, or which bioenergies the person contributes or transmits back into their environment. Right body bioenergies generally influence the way others perceive and respond to the subject. They indicate the subject’s current reactions to present situations, and predominant habits or behaviors for interacting with his or her environment.

The right hand is the primary channel for outflow of electrofield energy through the ulnar and radial nerves, so it is the most significant for revealing the subject's reactions and behavioral patterns.

**Distribution** of bioenergies detected in the Right Psychological Level:

- **Rose**: 37.5%; **Gold**: 12.5%; **Green**: 25%; **Navy**: 12.5%; **Orchid**: 12.5%

Based on the bioenergy frequencies measured, the following descriptions characterize the nature of the energies you are projecting to others and the environment:

- **Green**: You are experiencing an emotional release, often in the form of love in personal relationships. You apply creativity in work and personal matters.
- **Rose**: You express strong desires for physical and sensual enjoyment. You project intense thoughts of fun, entertainment, romance and physical contact with others. You generally achieve emotional stability through fulfillment of physical and sensual desires.
- **Gold**: You project an abundance of healing energies to others around you. Others desire to be in your presence due to the healing and nourishment they receive from your energy field.
- **Navy**: You project yourself as a leader. You also have higher than average intelligence. You have a propensity for influencing the perceptions of others.
- **Orchid**: You are projecting energies characterized by honesty, clarity, sincerity and understanding of truth. Spirituality is important to you, and you have an inclination toward psychic abilities, whether or not these are currently being utilized.

**Cerebral Bioenergy Analysis - Predominant Thoughts**

The regions of bioelectrical field around the head consist of electromagnetic brain waves. The left side of the head (on right side of chart) shows left brain activity, the right side of the head (on the left side of the chart) shows right brain activity, and the regions on the top of the head show integrated brain activity. The brain waves in these cerebral regions reveal inherent characteristics of the person, particularly their predominant thoughts and mental preoccupations.

**Distribution** of detected bioenergies within the Cerebral Regions:

- **Burgundy**: 20%; **Green**: 20%; **Blue**: 20%; **Navy**: 20%; **Orchid**: 20%

**Burgundy** - Material and physical focus. Indicates mental activity related to survival issues, money, material objects, and the immediate physical environment. Related to instincts, basic human needs and desires.

**Green** - Emotional energy, love and caring, can also be negative emotion or trauma. Subject is experiencing some emotional event or situation.

**Blue** - Communication, perspective of reality, search for and expression of truth. Open-minded communication with good intentions.

**Navy** - Leadership. Expression of intellectual ideas which involve or influence material or social situations.

**Orchid** - Clarity of thought, psychic activity, understanding of truth. Subject may be currently participating in energy information exchange.
Chakra Bioenergy Analysis - Personal Characteristics

The Chakras are bioenergy vortexes located at fixed points along the spinal column, which radiate energy-information related to the activity of corresponding endocrine glands. In accordance with the known functions of the endocrine glands, each Chakra represents a category, or sphere, of the subject's life. The color of bioenergy found in each Chakra reveals events and conditions in that category of the person's life.

The color Blue (related to communication and openness) in the Base Chakra means that your deepest identity is being a communicator, and that your physical focus is on some expression or medium of communication. Since the Base Chakra is also a position of sexuality, the color Blue in this location may also indicate openness in sexuality.

The color Burgundy (related to instincts, needs and desires) in the Sacral Chakra means that you obtain healing through satisfying basic needs and desires.

The color Green (related to emotional energy) in the Solar Plexus Chakra means that emotional energies and love generally have the greatest influence over the way you handle stress, and your state of mind.

The color Green (related to emotional energy) in the Heart Chakra means that there is a healthy flow of emotional energy, often love, moving through your system.

The color Blue (related to communication and openness) in the Throat Chakra means that there is a healthy flow of communicative energies moving through your system.

The color Yellow (related to jubilance) in the Third Eye Chakra means that your mental and psychic capacities are focused on stability and happiness.

The color Orchid (related to truth and spirituality) in the Crown Chakra means that your highest purpose and predominant spiritual priorities involve the search for truth and the experience of The All.

HEALTH LEVEL INTERPRETATIONS

Physiological Analysis

The Health level of the human bioenergy field, radiating 0-4 from the physical body, consists of electromagnetic resonance from neurological activity originating in the brain, combined with electromagnetic field energy transmitted from the various areas of the body. The colors of bioenergy detected in each region of the body reveal information about conditions in the specific region where each color is found.

**Distribution** of detected bioenergies within the Health Level:

**Burgundy**: 5.9%; **Red**: 5.9%; **Gold**: 11.8%; **Yellow**: 11.8%; **Green**: 17.6%; **Blue**: 11.8%; **Navy**: 23.5%; **Orchid**: 11.8%

**Burgundy** - Increased biological activity in the form of growth, regrowth or regeneration. Generally healthy.

**Red** - Biological malfunction or physical damage. May also indicate a pain response or pain sensation in the area of the bioenergy, with or without actual malfunction or damage. Generally unhealthy.
Gold - Healing energy is emanating from an area which is already vital and healthy. This excess of healing energy projects outward to contribute healthy and healing energy to the environment, and other people, animals, plants and objects which come in contact with this bioenergy.

Yellow - Vitality, Neurological activity. Generally healthy.

Green - The affected area is currently experiencing either a state of increased blood circulation, or a situation where healthy neurological activity is causing an increase in blood circulation from an inhibited, unhealthy level, up to a healthy level.

Blue - Soothing energy or stimulus is currently acting upon the affected area. Related to physical comfort, relaxation or resting of muscles or organs. Generally healthy.

Navy - Increased biological activity. Could be current functioning of metabolic systems, or certain organs or circulatory systems currently exerting extra effort. Generally healthy, unless this bioenergy appears in the same area for extended periods of time.

Orchid - There is a clear and direct Mind-Body connection to the area of this bioenergy. The person has a positive and pleasant psychological association with the part of the body where this bioenergy is located. Events, actions, and therapies involving this area are highly likely to have a significant psychological impact upon the person. Also indicates that mental activity is currently influencing and controlling biological activity and physical health in this area. Generally healthy.

**Endocrine System Analysis**

The Chakras are bioenergy vortexes located at fixed points along the spinal column, which radiate energy-information related to the activity of corresponding endocrine glands. Accordingly, they indicate which bioenergies are currently emanating from, influencing, or acting upon the corresponding endocrine glands.

The **Base Chakra**, located in the genital area, is related to the bioenergy information in the **Ovaries and Testes**.

Blue - Soothing energy or stimulus is currently acting upon the affected area. Related to physical comfort, relaxation or resting of muscles or organs. Generally healthy.

The **Sacral Chakra**, located above the genital area just below the navel, is related to bioenergy in the **Adrenal Medulla**, which stimulates the immune system with the adrenocorticotropic hormone.

Burgundy - Increased biological activity in the form of growth, regrowth or regeneration. Generally healthy.

The **Solar Plexus Chakra**, located around the navel, is related to the bioenergy in the **Islet of the Pancreas**, which stimulates the nervous system with insulin.

Green - The affected area is currently experiencing either a state of increased blood circulation, or a situation where healthy neurological activity is causing an increase in blood circulation from an inhibited, unhealthy level, up to a healthy level.

The **Heart Chakra**, located at the center of the chest in the heart area, is related to bioenergy in the **Adrenal Cortex** and the **Thyroid**, which stimulates biological manifestations of emotion with thyroxin, and the **Anterior Pituitary**, which triggers hormone secretion in the whole endocrine system.

Green - The affected area is currently experiencing either a state of increased blood circulation, or a
situation where healthy neurological activity is causing an increase in blood circulation from an inhibited, unhealthy level, up to a healthy level.

The **Throat Chakra**, located at the center of the throat, is related to bioenergy in the **Thyroid and Parathyroid** glands.

**Blue** - Soothing energy or stimulus is currently acting upon the effected area. Related to physical comfort, relaxation or resting of muscles or organs. Generally healthy.

The **Third Eye Chakra**, located on the center of the forehead between the eyebrows, is related to bioenergy in the **Pineal Body** of the brain, both an electromagnetic sensory organ and a gland which produces melatonin.

**Yellow** - Vitality, Neurological activity. Generally healthy.

The **Crown Chakra**, located directly above the head, is related to bioenergy in the **Anterior Pituitary** gland, which controls the endocrine system.

**Orchid** - There is a clear and direct Mind-Body connection to the area of this bioenergy. The person has a positive and pleasant psychological association with the part of the body where this bioenergy is located. Events, actions, and therapies involving this area are highly likely to have a significant psychological impact upon the person. Also indicates that mental activity is currently influencing and controlling biological activity and physical health in this area. Generally healthy.

**ENERGY FIELD SCORES**

**Physical Health Score**

The Physical Health Score is derived from the use of an experimental equation that calculates a person's probable physical health based on the distribution of colors within the physiological health level of the energy field. This is not a diagnostic parameter and should not be represented as such. ITEM makes no claims as to the validity of this score and shall not be held liable for any misuse or misrepresentation. It is provided as a guide for more in-depth analyses. If in your opinion or experience the score does not represent a person's actual overall health conditions, please disregard it.

Based on the frequency measurements, your **Physical Health Score is 58** (out of a possible 100). You are experiencing good overall physical health at this time.

**Mental/Emotional Health Score**

The Mental/Emotional Health Score is derived from the use of an experimental equation that calculates a person's probable mental and emotional health based on the difference in energy flowing in to the person's energy field and the energy being transmitted outward. This score is based on the theory that a person's ability to process incoming energies and increase their rate of energy-information exchange can be correlated to the person's mental and emotional well-being. This is not a diagnostic parameter and should not be represented as such. ITEM makes no claim as to the validity of this score and shall not be held liable for any misuse or misrepresentation. It is provided as a guide for more in-depth analyses. If in your opinion or experience the score does not represent a person's actual overall health conditions, please disregard it.
Based on the frequency measurements, your **Mental/Emotional Health Score is 55** (out of a possible 100). You are experiencing good overall mental/emotional health at this time.

**Energy Field Stability Score**

The Energy Field Stability Score is an empirical indicator of how stable or how dynamic a person's energy field is. There are no "good" or "bad" scores. The score takes into account the coefficient of variation for all 40 regions measured in a full-body scan, as well as the difference in mean frequency between the left and right sides of the Psychological Level. A high stability score generally means that a person has a calm, stable demeanor or personality, and a low stability score generally means that a person has a dynamic demeanor or personality. A variable that must also be considered is the nature of the environment where measurements are taken. In a dynamic environment such as a health fair with numerous people in the area, stability scores will likely be lower than a more stable environment such as a cabin in the mountains.

Based on the frequency measurements, your **Energy Field Stability Score is 10** (out of a possible 100). Your energy field exhibits a high degree of variation at this time. This could be a function of the environment you are presently in, of your personality (dynamic), or of the way you tend to process the energies you receive and transmit them back to others and the environment.
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INTERNAL BRAIN IMAGE
The human brain is neurologically connected to all parts of the human body, receiving bioenergy information from the various biological and bioenergy systems, and often transmitting bioenergy which can influence those systems. The internal brain image generated by RFI™ shows and identifies the bioenergies which are currently present in specific parts of the brain. The bioenergies in the brain itself
can influence the body, other parts of the brain, or aspects of the subject's psychology, through various energy-information exchange processes.

R1) Cerebral Cortex - region of motor control for the Lower Left Leg.

**Navy** - Increased biological activity. Could be current functioning of metabolic systems, or certain organs or circulatory systems currently exerting extra effort. Generally healthy, unless this bioenergy appears in the same area for extended periods of time.

R2) Cerebral Cortex - region of motor control for the Upper Left Leg.

**Yellow** - Vitality, Neurological activity. Generally healthy.

R3) Cerebral Cortex - region of motor control for the Left Torso.

**Navy** - Increased biological activity. Could be current functioning of metabolic systems, or certain organs or circulatory systems currently exerting extra effort. Generally healthy, unless this bioenergy appears in the same area for extended periods of time.

R4) Cerebral Cortex - region of motor control for the Upper Left Arm.

**Green** - The effected area is currently experiencing either a state of increased blood circulation, or a situation where healthy neurological activity is causing an increase in blood circulation from an inhibited, unhealthy level, up to a healthy level.

R5) Cerebral Cortex - region of motor control for the Lower Left Arm.

**Red** - Biological malfunction or physical damage. May also indicate a pain response or pain sensation in the area of the bioenergy, with or without actual malfunction or damage. Generally unhealthy.

R6) Cerebral Cortex - region of motor control for the Left Hand.

**Green** - The effected area is currently experiencing either a state of increased blood circulation, or a situation where healthy neurological activity is causing an increase in blood circulation from an inhibited, unhealthy level, up to a healthy level.

R7) Cerebral Cortex - region of motor control for the Left Neck and Shoulder.

**Navy** - Increased biological activity. Could be current functioning of metabolic systems, or certain organs or circulatory systems currently exerting extra effort. Generally healthy, unless this bioenergy appears in the same area for extended periods of time.

R8) Prefrontal Cortex - region controlling cognitive functions and information processing, related to Dopamine which balances and controls the speed of information processing. Contains energy information which is transmitted as brain waves.

**Burgundy** - Increased biological activity in the form of growth, regrowth or regeneration. Generally healthy.

L1) Cerebral Cortex - region of motor control for the Lower Right Leg.

**Blue** - Soothing energy or stimulus is currently acting upon the effected area. Related to physical comfort, relaxation or resting of muscles or organs. Generally healthy.
L2) **Cerebral Cortex** - region of motor control for the Upper Right Leg.

**Gold** - Healing energy is emanating from an area which is already vital and healthy. This excess of healing energy projects outward to contribute healthy and healing energy to the environment, and other people, animals, plants and objects which come in contact with this bioenergy.

L3) **Cerebral Cortex** - region of motor control for the Right Torso.

**Yellow** - Vitality, Neurological activity. Generally healthy.

L4) **Cerebral Cortex** - region of motor control for the Upper Right Arm.

**Gold** - Healing energy is emanating from an area which is already vital and healthy. This excess of healing energy projects outward to contribute healthy and healing energy to the environment, and other people, animals, plants and objects which come in contact with this bioenergy.

L5) **Cerebral Cortex** - region of motor control for the Lower Right Arm.

**Green** - The effected area is currently experiencing either a state of increased blood circulation, or a situation where healthy neurological activity is causing an increase in blood circulation from an inhibited, unhealthy level, up to a healthy level.

L6) **Cerebral Cortex** - region of motor control for the Right Hand.

**Orchid** - There is a clear and direct Mind-Body connection to the area of this bioenergy. The person has a positive and pleasant psychological association with the part of the body where this bioenergy is located. Events, actions, and therapies involving this area are highly likely to have a significant psychological impact upon the person. Also indicates that mental activity is currently influencing and controlling biological activity and physical health in this area. Generally healthy.

L7) **Cerebral Cortex** - region of motor control for the Right Neck and Shoulder.

**Orchid** - There is a clear and direct Mind-Body connection to the area of this bioenergy. The person has a positive and pleasant psychological association with the part of the body where this bioenergy is located. Events, actions, and therapies involving this area are highly likely to have a significant psychological impact upon the person. Also indicates that mental activity is currently influencing and controlling biological activity and physical health in this area. Generally healthy.

L8) **Prefrontal Cortex** - region controlling cognitive functions and information processing, related to Dopamine which balances and controls the speed of information processing. Contains energy information which is transmitted as brain waves.

**Navy** - Increased biological activity. Could be current functioning of metabolic systems, or certain organs or circulatory systems currently exerting extra effort. Generally healthy, unless this bioenergy appears in the same area for extended periods of time.

L9) **Cerebral Cortex** - region of motor control for the Throat.

**Blue** - Communication, perspective of reality, search for and expression of truth. Open-minded communication with good intentions.

L10) **Visual Cortex** - region of the brain which receives visual information from the optic nerves, and processes visual information, including mental imagery.
**Yellow** - Happiness and well-being, with a healthy measure of balanced caution.

**I11) Cerebellum** - structure of the brain controlling the nervous system.

**Green** - Emotional energy, love and caring, can also be negative emotion or trauma. Subject is experiencing some emotional event or situation.

**I12) Pineal Body** - organ of the brain which transmits and receives electromagnetic waves, and regulates the hormone Melatonin.

**Yellow** - Happiness and well-being, with a healthy measure of balanced caution.

**I13) Pituitary Gland** - organ of the brain related to kidney and urinary functions, reproductive systems, and regulation of hormone secretion throughout the endocrine system.

**Orchid** - Clarity of thought, psychic activity, understanding of truth. Subject may be currently participating in energy information exchange.

**I14) Limbic System** - region of the brain systems for emotional control, including the thalamus, hypothalamus, and hippocampus, regulating Serotonin and Dopamine.

**Green** - Emotional energy, love and caring, can also be negative emotion or trauma. Subject is experiencing some emotional event or situation.

**I15) Parietal Lobe** - region controlling memory, perception, and self-awareness, contains energy information which is transmitted as brain waves.

**Blue** - Soothing energy or stimulus is currently acting upon the effected area. Related to physical comfort, relaxation or resting of muscles or organs. Generally healthy.

**BRAIN SYNCHRONIZATION**

The electrical activity of the left hemisphere of the brain has been characterized by a frequency measurement of **533 MHz**. The electrical activity of the right hemisphere of the brain has been characterized by a frequency measurement of **646 MHz**. The right hemisphere is experiencing greater electrical activity than the left hemisphere, indicating a possible imbalance.